SHORT NOTICE TENDER

Tender No 414

Dt- 12/03/2013

OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

SKV H-Block Mangol Puri Delhi-83
SCHOOL ID :- 1412024

RE TENDER NOTICE FOR PURCHASE OF SCIENCE
FURNITURE ITEMS FOR YEAR 2012-13

Sealed Quotations are invited from the manufacturer/ authorized dealer /agents/Traders/ co-operative store deals in Science /Schools equipments on following terms and conditions.

1. Firms should be registered with VAT/ Sale Tax before 01-04-2009 (Address Proof Required)
2. Firms have the PAN before 01-04-2009 (in case of Proprietorship PAN of Prop.) (Copy Required)
3. Firm has the Office in Delhi with Telephone No. (Address Proof Required)
4. Firms will submit DD/Pay Order of Rs. 5000/- in the favour of Principal S.K.V H-Block Mangol Puri Delhi as earnest money.
5. In case of failure of supply/ or sub standred asper the supply order the earnest money will be forfeited and action will be taken as per the departmental order.
6. Supplied will be made as per the supply order within 15 days after receiving the supply order.
7. Payment will be made after the receiving the materials as per the supply order and Department Guidelines.
8. Materials will be supplied FOR at school premises.
9. List of Items attached.
10. Rates of Items will be quoted on list attached on prescribe Performa
11. Sealed quotations will be deposited to the undersign on or before 21/03/2013 11.00 A.M. no quotation will be entertained after prescribed time and date.
12. Quotation will be open on 22-03-2013 At 3:00 PM or After that as per the order of the undersing. In any unavoidable conditions.
13. Any or all representative may be present, of Concern firm, at the time of opening of quotations.
14. No cutting will be accept at rates.
15. The undersign has the right to reject any or all quotations without any assignment in the interest of school or Government.
16. THE APPROX VALUE OF TENDER IS RS. 2,00,000/-

[Signatures]

Principal

[Stamp]

S.K.V H-Block
1. Steel Almirah without Locker- size 78”x36”x19” having four shelves making five compartments. Each compartment is of 14” size. Shelf of 20 gauge, Doors of 18 gauge foot of 18 gauge. Lock 7 levers- Novex co. Teakwood paint on Almirah

2. Book-shelf size 66”x33”x12” having four glass Door each has separate locking arrangement made of 18 gauge. Teakwood finish. Lock is of seven Lever Novex co.

3. Assistant Table -size 3’x2’x2 ½’ made of steel frame 1” sq. pipe 16 gauge with 3 Drawers of 20 gauge. One Drawer have lock of Novex co. 7 lever other Two drawers lock will be linked with Top drawer.

4. Reagent Bottle Rack- made of commercial board laminated with Mica size 3’x2 ½’x8” with three shelf & four compartments. Front side open & both sides and back closed.

5. Physics/ Biology Table- size 6’x3’x3’ made of teakwood frame with Top size of 6’x3’ of commercial board laminated with 1 mm. Mica duly spirit polished leg size 3”x3” thick top frame 3”x2” thick wood foot rest 4”x2” thick.

6. Chemistry Table- size 72”x48”x33” height 33” Top-72”x48” made of Teakwood frame duly spirit polished leg size 3”x3” thick top frame 3”x2” thick wood foot rest 4”x2” thick. With one box of 27”x20”x36” on the RT side of Table and other box of 27”x20”x36” on the left side of table in which one box has two drawer & two cupboard will be made one drawer & one cupboard on front side & other drawer & cupboard on back side of same box. The other same box will be made on the left side of table.

Top- made of commercial board size 72”x48” with vitrified tiles (orient com.) pasted on commercial board with one ceramic sink with waste pipe of Hindware com. Size 24”x18” in the middle of Top.

Bottle Rack- Size 22”x24”x8” on both side of sink for keeping chemical bottles.(folding-will be fitted in the school premises)

7. Office Table- size 5’x3’x2.5’ with one side 3 drawer & other side cupboard with top of commercial board laminated with Mica & sagwan lipping duly polished. made if steel frame 1” sq. pipe 16 gauge with 3 Drawers of 20 gauge. One Drawer have lock of Novex co. 7 lever other Two drawers lock will be linked with Top drawer. Cupboard is of 20 gauge with lock & 1 shelf inside. Enamel painted.

8. Wooden Stool- made of Teakwood 2”x2” thick frame with top of commercial board laminated with Mica, Seat size 14”x12”.

[Signature]
Principal
[Institution Name]